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Quote

“The number one benefit of information technology is that it empowers people to do what they want to do. It lets people be creative. It lets people be productive. It lets people learn things they didn’t think they could learn, before, and so in a sense it is all the potential.”

Steve Ballmer
Goals of the Presentation

- Describe my transition to OER
- Team Effort approach
- How Using an Open Textbook has helped my teaching
- Introduction to Personalized Learning
- How my teaching has changed as a result of OER
2016

Open Educational Resources

Call for Proposals
Content is open day one
I DO NOT NEED TO PAY FOR BOOKS
Adopted OpenStax

Introduction to Sociology

https://openstax.org/details/books/introduction-sociology-2e
OpenStax Tutor Beta Pioneer
T-Pack

Technological Knowledge Tools

Pedagogical Knowledge How

Content Knowledge What
Rethinking

Alignment of the class

Activities

Course Learning Outcomes

Module Learning Outcomes
Align your questions to the learning objectives
Design

Module 1: Introduction Overview

Module Progress

Open Texas #OPENTX2021
Open Pedagogy Journey Next

Open Texas #OPENTX2021
### Important Terms

- [pb_glossary id="27"]The cycle of Race Relations by Parks[/pb_glossary]
- [pb_glossary id="28"]Cultural Assimilation [/pb_glossary]
- [pb_glossary id="29"]Marital Assimilation[/pb_glossary]
- [pb_glossary id="30"]Structural Assimilation[/pb_glossary]
- [pb_glossary id="31"]The Melting Pot Theory[/pb_glossary]
- [pb_glossary id="32"]Millennial Generation[/pb_glossary]
Teaching Modalities

Think Pair Share

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
Teaching Modalities

Online

Creative Discussion

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
Teaching Modalities

Face to Face

OnLine Medium

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3
Design Thinking

Empathize

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test
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